
AMATEUR RADIO STATION

VANITY CALLSIGN REQUEST

W5YI Licensing Services Inc
PO Box 260916  Plano, Tx

76026-0916 972-412-5221
vec@w5yi-vec.org

Name:  Please print clearly

Address:

Phone:

Email:  Please print clearly (Mandatory by FCC)

Callsign: ** SSN  (Required) **

FRN Password If you don't know it enter "Unknown"

License Class: PSQ Answers

  E = Extra   Pet's Name:

  A = General   Mothers Maiden Name

  G = General   City Of Birth

  T = Technician

Basic Qualification Question: (Mandatory by FCC)

Has the Applicant or any party to this application, or any party directly or indirectly controlling the Applicant, ever been convicted of a felony by any state or federal court?

YES NO

FORMER CALLSIGN HOLDER:  I previously held this Amateur Callsign and request the callsign be re-assigned to me

** Documentation may have to be provided if not visible on the FCC ULS site 

CLOSE RELATIVE OF FORMER HOLDER:  I request to obtain the Amateur Callsign previously held by a close relative, 

now deceased.  Relationship must be Spouse, Child (Step), Grandchild (Step), Parent (Step), 

Grantparent (Step), Sibling (Step), Aunt, Uncle, Niece, Nephew, or In-Law Relationship

** Death Cerificate or Obituary may be required to have the callsign cancelled by the FCC

CALLSIGN PREFERENCE LIST:  I request the first available callsign from the list below to be assigned to me 1

** Must be qualified for the Callsign format that you are requesting

2

***Extra Class Applicants and applying for 1x2 and 2x1 call signs***

You will always have competition for the 1x2 or 2x1 callsign(s) that you are requesting. 3

It is a "lottery" of all applications filed on that first day of availability. There is no way to "guarantee" that

you will win a callsign. Your chances will depend on how may other people file on the same day that we do. 4

There is no refund of ANY fees (W5YI or FCC) if you loose your application due to competition. 

If you give more than one call, they MUST be available on the same day to be filed one application. 5

If you give 4 calls available on 4 different dates, that is 4 applications at $29.95 plus $35 FCC Fee for each.

Extra Class is qualified for Call signs not available/Restricted by FCC for any license Class

1x2 call signs beginning with the prefix letter K, N or W (such as K1AB) 1. 2x2     KA2AA-KA9ZZ, KG4AA-KG4ZZ, KC6AA-KC6ZZ, KX6AA-KX6ZZ

2x1 call signs beginning with the prefix letters AA to AK, KA to KZ, NA to NZ and WA to WZ (such as KA1B) 2. 2x3     KC4AAA-KC4AAF, KC4USA-KC4USZ, KL9KAA- KL9KHZ

2x2 call signs beginning with the prefix letters AA to AK, KA to KZ, NA to NZ and WA to WZ (such as KA1AB) 3. Any    call sign having the letters SOS or QRA-QUZ as the suffix;

1x3 call sign formats beginning with K, N or W -- but not the prefix letter "A"  (such as K1ABC) 4. Any    call sign having the letters AM-AZ as the prefix

2x3 call sign formats beginning with KA to KZ and WA to WZ -- but not NA-NZ. (such as KA1ABC) 5. 2x3     call sign having the letter X as the first letter of the suffix;

6. 2x3     call sign having the letters AF, KF, NF, or WF as the prefix and EMA as the suffix

Advanced Class is qualified for 7. 2x3     call sign having the letters AA-AL as the prefix;

2x2 call signs beginning with the prefix letters AA to AK, KA to KZ, NA to NZ and WA to WZ (such as KA1AB) 8. 2x3     call sign having the letters NA-NZ as the prefix;

1x3 call sign formats beginning with K, N or W -- but not the prefix letter "A"  (such as K1ABC) 9. 2x3     call sign having the letters WC, WK, WM, WR, or WT as the prefix

2x3 call sign formats beginning with KA to KZ and WA to WZ -- but not NA-NZ. (such as KA1ABC) 10. 2x3     call sign having the letters KP, NP or WP as the prefix and the numeral 0, 6, 7, 8 or 9;

11. 2x2     call sign having the letters KP, NP or WP as the prefix and the numeral 0, 6, 7, 8 or 9;

Technician Class, and General Class is qualified for 12. 2x1     call sign having the letters KP, NP or WP as the prefix and the numeral 0, 6, 7, 8 or 9;

1x3 call sign formats beginning with K, N or W -- but not the prefix letter "A"  (such as K1ABC) 13. 1x1     reserved for the special event call sign system.

2x3 call sign formats beginning with KA to KZ and WA to WZ -- but not NA-NZ. (such as KA1ABC) Any 2x1, 2x2 or 2x3 call sign AH, AL, KH, KL, KP, NH, NL, NP, WH, WL or WP

(Restricted to Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rice, and other US Possessions)

$45.00 Process Fee plus $35 FCC Application Fee
We will send an invoice before processing

I CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS AND ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE TRUE, 

COMPLETE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF AND 

ARE MADE IN GOOD FAITH. 

Signature

Date


